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To Whom It May Concern, 

Americans for Financial Reform ("AFR")1 appreciates the opportunity to comment on the 
Federal Reserve Board's (the "Board") Notice of Proposed Rulemaking ("Proposed Rule" or 
"Proposal") on the above-mentioned rule. 

Section 165 of the Dodd-Frank Act mandates the imposition of single counterparty credit limits 
(SCCL), and significantly expands the range of exposures that are captured under such limits. 
This Proposed Rule is a re-proposal of the Board's original 2011 proposal regarding credit 
exposure limits, and makes a number of changes to the original proposal. 

While we support the general direction of this proposal, we are concerned that a number of 
elements in the proposal will lead to an excessively high level of permitted credit exposure: 

• First, the proposed limit of 15% of Tier 1 Capital for exposures of a systemically 
important financial institution (SIFI) to another major counterparty (inter-SIFI exposure) 
is too low, as it does not take into account the greater social costs of the failure of a 
systemically important institution as compared to a smaller institution. 

• Second, permitting the full netting of derivatives and repo exposures for the purposes of 
determining credit exposures inappropriately understates credit exposures and can lead to 
the counterintuitive result that a larger number of gross derivatives transactions with a 
counterparty can reduce the measured credit exposure to that counterparty. There are also 

1 Americans for Financial Reform is a coalition of more than 200 national, state and local groups who have come 
together to reform the financial industry. Members of our coalition include consumer, civil rights, investor, retiree, 
community, labor, faith based and business groups. A list of coalition members is available at 
http://ourfinaucialsecurity.org/about/our-coalition/. 
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issues with the exposure metric for derivatives, particularly for credit default swaps. 

• Third, it is inappropriate to exempt all sovereign exposures weighted at zero under the 
Standardized Approaches in U.S. capital rules from the credit exposure limit. 

If these issues are not addressed in the Final Rule, they will likely lead to a situation where 
certain banks, particularly systemically important institutions that make heavy use of derivatives, 
are permitted excessive levels of credit exposure. This is especially true since the 'base' levels of 
credit exposure permitted for large institutions under these rules (up to 25 percent of Tier 1 
capital for a single counterparty and 15 percent of Tier 1 capital for a major counterparty) are 
already high, and a broad range of collateral and hedges are permitted. We discuss these issues in 
somewhat greater detail below. 

However, there are also a number of important positive elements to the Proposed Rule. These 
include: 

• The expansion of the definition of related entities for determining how exposures to a 
single counterparty are aggregated, and the use of an economic interdependence test to 
determine when it is appropriate to aggregate non-consolidated entities. 

• The limitation of exposure-reducing guarantees and hedges to 'eligible guarantors', for 
both guarantees and credit default swaps. 

• The various forms of look-through treatment for exposures to special purpose vehicles 
(SPVs) and funds, involving both the assets underlying the SPV and third parties who 
might be supporting the SPV. 

We also support the exclusion of qualified central counterparties (QCCPs) from the credit 
exposure limit, as the purpose of a CCP as a risk management entity is precisely to aggregate and 
net exposures. The mutualization of risk among CCP members also requires members to assume 
additional credit exposures. 

Below, we discuss in somewhat greater detail the issues with the rule referenced above. 

Credit Exposure Limits for Large and Systemically Important Institutions are Too High 

The proposal applies a lower SCCL of 15 percent of Tier 1 Capital to exposures between two 
different systemically important financial institutions (SIFIs), as compared to 25 percent of Tier 
1 Capital for exposures involving other large banks. We agree with the Board that it is 
appropriate to establish a lower limit for inter-SIFI exposures than for other exposures, but feel 
that the 15 percent limit is too high. 

The 15 percent limit is justified by the analysis accompanying the rule, which finds that due to 
the greater correlations between financial outcomes at systemically important institutions a lower 
SCCL for inter-SIFI exposures is necessary to equate the probability of failure between the two 
types of institutions. However, this analysis falls far short of a cost-benefit analysis, or even a 
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cost-benefit approach, to setting credit exposure limits for SIFIs. While it equates the probability 
of failure caused by inter-SIFI exposures to the probability of failure at non-SIFIs, it does not 
equate the expected social losses created by such failures. The economic damage created by 
multiple SIFI defaults would likely be catastrophic, and much greater than the economic damage 
created by the failure of a non-SIFI. Therefore, in order to maximize social benefits the 
probability of a bank failure involving multiple SIFIs should be lower than that of a non-SIFI, 
not equal to it. This would argue for a SCCL that is lower, likely much lower, than the 15 percent 
level proposed in this rule. 

The Board itself is clearly aware of this issue and freely admits that its own analysis implies that 
the SCCL for inter-SIFI exposures should be lower than 15 percent2: 

"An additional consideration that is not considered explicitly in the context of the white 
paper's credit risk model, but which should influence the calibration of the credit limit 
between major covered companies and major counterparties, is the relative difference in 
adverse consequences arising from multiple SIFI defaults relative to the default of a SIFI 
and non-SIFI counterparty. The financial stability consequences of multiple SIFI defaults 
caused by the default of a SIFI borrower and the resulting default of a SIFI lender are 
likely substantially greater than the adverse consequences that would result from the 
default of a single SIFI lender and a single non-SIFI borrower. As a result, there is a 
compelling rationale to require that credit risk posed by inter-SIFI credit extensions be 
materially smaller than that posed by credit extensions between a SIFI lender and non-
SIFI borrower. This consideration suggests that an appropriate inter-SIFI single -
counterparty credit limit would be even lower than the 15 percent limit suggested by the 
calibrated credit risk model that is presented in the white paper." 

Given this clear recognition of the issue, we find it baffling that the Board has not chosen a more 
stringent limit on SCCL for inter-SIFI exposures, and recommend that the 15 percent limit be 
reduced. In addition, the 15 percent limit is effectively higher than the 10 percent limit for inter-
large bank exposures in the 2011 proposed rule.3 

Question 12: Should the Board consider developing aggregate exposure limits to certain 
catgegories of firms? 

We support the idea of developing aggregate exposure limits to particular categories of firms, 
particularly other types of financial entities. This could and should go beyond major 
counterparties to encompass other types of financial entities. A market maker role could still be 
accommodated by exempting very short term exposures, such as the intra day exposure 
exemption in this proposal. The limitation on individual entity exposures can fail to capture 
connections between highly correlated groups of entities, such as for example hedge funds 
pursuing crowded trades. However, significant analytic work will be necessary to determine how 
to design aggregate exposure limits. 

2 CFR 14334 
3 Although the 2011 limit was applied to total capital stock rather than Tier 1 capital alone, an industry 
analysis finds that 10 percent of total capital stock is generally a lower figure than 15 percent of Tier 1 capital 
- see Davis Polk Visual Memorandum on Single Counterparty Credit Limits 
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Derivatives Exposures Are Inappropriately Reduced In The Proposed Rule 

Derivatives exposures are one of the major potential channels of contagion within the financial 
system. Exposures are highly concentrated in a limited network of systemically important 
dealers, and such concentration creates enormous contagion risk should a dealer fail.4 Policies 
aimed at diversifying risk and interconnection among systemically important institutions should 
place a high priority on targeting derivatives exposures. 

The choices in this rule are disappointing in this context. The Proposed Rule measures 
derivatives exposures based on fully netted market valuations, basing exposure on fully netting 
all the derivatives contracts held under a single master netting agreement. This can gravely 
underestimate potential losses in case of a counterparty failure. As shown in the Lehman case, it 
is questionable whether all the assumptions of closeout netting would operate in bankruptcy.5 In 
a bankruptcy closeout situation a firm may also be exposed to non-netted losses due to intraday 
timing of derivatives settlement. 

Closeout netting also permits a firm to net very dissimilar derivatives exposures, and because 
such exposures need not be correlated the net position may change radically from day to day, 
particularly under conditions of market stress. The fact that this Proposed Rule requires larger 
U.S. banks to calculate compliance with the SCCL on a daily basis is helpful in this regard. But 
under the Proposed Rule some larger financial entities (such as foreign banking organizations) 
need only comply on a quarterly basis. There is no reason to believe that if netted derivatives 
exposures are compliant with credit limits at one point in time in a quarter (e.g. end of quarter) 
that they will be compliant throughout the quarter. 

The use of closeout netting also cuts against the fundamental purpose of counterparty credit 
limits because it may result in an entity reducing its net exposures against a single counterparty 
by adding additional derivatives transactions with that counterparty that increase gross 
exposures. This means that credit limits may actually encourage *increased* concentration of 
transactions with a single counterparty. The measurement of derivatives risk exposure on a net 
basis is one reason that gross derivatives exposures have become so concentrated in a small 
number of centralized dealers, since these dealers can enormously reduce their measured 
exposures for regulatory purposes by offsetting all their transactions with a single counterparty. 

Further, beyond the issue of closeout netting, the use of market valuations to calculate exposures 
fails to capture potential exposures in a stress situation. This problem is compounded if 
exposures are also permitted to be netted based on correlation-based hedging, which is given 
increased scope under the SA-CCR netting method proposed by the Basel Committee. Such 
correlation assumptions tend to fail under conditions of market stress. We would urge the Board 

4 Markose, Sherri, "Systemic Risk From Global Financial Derivatives: A Network Analysis", International 
Monetary Fund Working Paper 12-282, 2012. Available a t 
h t tps : / /www. imf .o rg /ex te rna l /pubs / f t /wp/2012 /wp12282 .pdf 
5 Lubben, Stephen J., "Lehman's Derivative Portfolio". December 2, 2015, Seton Hall Public Law Research 
Paper. Available at SSRN: h t tp : / / ss rn .com/abs t rac t=2698234 
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not to permit derivatives exposures to be reduced still further based on correlation assumptions 
such as those proposed in the SA-CCR. 

An additional problem in derivatives exposure measurements under the Proposed Rule is the 
decision to permit absolute credit risk exposures to be reduced using credit default swaps or 
equity swaps. As the Proposed Rule explains (CFR 14335): 

"In general, any reduction in the exposure amount to the original counterparty relating to 
the eligible collateral or eligible protection provider would result in a dollar-for dollar 
increase in exposure to the eligible collateral issuer or eligible protection provider (as 
applicable)....However, in cases where a covered company hedges its exposure to an 
entity that is not a "financial entity" (a non-financial entity) using an eligible credit or 
equity derivative, and the underlying exposure is subject to the Board's market risk 
capital rule (12 CFR part 217, subpart F), the covered company would calculate its 
exposure to the eligible protection provider using methodologies that it is permitted to 
use under the Board's risk-based capital rules." 

The dollar-for-dollar transfer of exposure to the protection provider is entirely appropriate on a 
common sense basis. It means the rule does not actively create an incentive to transfer risk to 
third parties. But the exposure to the protection provider calculated using the Board's risk-based 
capital rules is likely to be much less than dollar-for-dollar, as the risk based capital rules do not 
require derivatives to be measured at their full notional value. Permitting this loophole in the 
exposure calculation means that this rule creates an active incentive for the bank to transfer risks 
taken in real economy lending to third parties offering credit derivatives. Such risk shifting 
reduces incentives for banks to develop underwriting knowledge of their counterparties and 
increases the complexity of our financial system. We urge the Board to remove this loophole. 

Zero Weighted Sovereign Exposures Should Not Be Completely Exempted From The Rule 

The Proposed Rule would exempt from coverage exposures to sovereign entities that are 
weighted at zero under the standardized risk-based capital rules. As we understand it, these rules 
make use of the OECD Country Risk Classifications (CRC), and weight at zero countries that are 
given a CRC rating category of zero. This group includes all High Income and Eurozone 
countries with no discrimination made between them. Thus, Greece, Spain, Italy, or Portugal 
would receive the same rating as Germany, Switzerland, or Japan and all would be rated more 
highly than e.g. China. 

The OECD specifically warns that these classifications are not equivalent to credit ratings and do 
not assess overall credit risk for exposures to that country. Experiences of recent years have 
clearly demonstrated that excessive exposures to Eurozone countries can indeed be risky. We 
believe a blanket exemption from the rule for all countries that have a CRC rating of zero is 
misguided and urge the Board to find an alternative. 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this Proposed Rule. If you have any questions, 
please contact Marcus Stanley, AFR's Policy Director, at 202-466-3672 or 
marcus@ourfinancialsecurity.org. 
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